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 Question 10

The following is a plot of an action potential measured at a single spot along an axon. Four
points are highlighted along the curve, , , ♥, .

Time

a) On the table below, identify which ion (Na+, K+, Ca++, Cl-) is undergoing the greatest net
flow across the membrane at the points indicated and state the direction that the ion is moving
(into the cell or out of the cell).

Point Ion Direction (in/out)


♥

b) The membrane potential is -70 mV at points  and , on the plot above. Which of the
voltage-gated ion channels is closed at point , but open at point ?

c) What dictates the closing of the voltage-gated channel that is open at point ?

d) There are at least three states in which the voltage-dependent Na+ channel exists.
At ♥ on the above plot, the majority of voltage-dependent Na+ channels would be in which
state?  Circle the best answer.

Open Closed Inactivated

♥Membrane
Potential

(mV)

+50

-70
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Question 11 continued

Two different pre-synaptic neurons, neuron 1 and neuron 2, synapse onto cell W as shown
below. When neuron 1 is stimulated, the membrane of cell W is locally depolarized. When
neuron 2 is stimulated, the membrane of cell W is locally depolarized to exactly the same
extent as seen with neuron 1.

e) Circle the one correct statement below.

 If stimulated equally, neuron 1 is more likely to result in an action potential in cell W
than neuron 2.

 If stimulated equally, neuron 2 is more likely to result in an action potential in cell W
than neuron 1.

 If stimulated equally, neuron 1 and neuron 2 are equally as likely to result in an action
potential in cell W.

f) If you were exposed to a toxin that irreversibly blocked voltage-gated Ca++ channels,
indicate whether the following statements would be TRUE or FALSE.

T F Secretory vesicles filled with neurotransmitters would stay in the nerve.

T F Your muscles would end up in a rigid contraction.

T F Secretory vesicles filled with neurotransmitters would fuse with the plasma membrane.

Neuron 1

Neuron 2

Cell W
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Question 10

The following is a plot of an action potential measured at a single spot along an axon. Four
points are highlighted along the curve, , , ♥, .

Time

a) On the table below, identify which ion (Na+, K+, Ca++, Cl-) is undergoing the greatest net
flow across the membrane at the points indicated and state the direction that the ion is moving
(into the cell or out of the cell).

Point Ion Direction (in/out)
 Na+ in
♥ K+ out

b) The membrane potential is -70 mV at points  and , on the plot above. Which of the
voltage-gated ion channels is closed at point , but open at point ?

voltage-gated K+ channel

c) What dictates the closing of the voltage-gated channel that is open at point ?

TIME

d) There are at least three states in which the voltage-dependent Na+ channel exists.
At ♥ on the above plot, the majority of voltage-dependent Na+ channels would be in which
state?  Circle the best answer.

Open Closed Inactivated

e) Circle the one correct statement below.

♥Membrane
Potential

(mV)

+50

-70
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• If stimulated equally, neuron 1 is more likely to result in an action potential in cell W
than neuron 2.

• If stimulated equally, neuron 2 is more likely to result in an action potential in cell W
than neuron 1.

• If stimulated equally, neuron 1 and neuron 2 are equally as likely to result in an action
potential in cell W.

f) If you were exposed to a toxin that irreversibly blocked voltage-gated Ca++ channels, indicate whether the
following statements would be TRUE or FALSE.

T
F

Secretory vesicles filled with neurotransmitters would stay in the nerve.

T F Your muscles would end up in a rigid contraction.

T F Secretory vesicles filled with neurotransmitters would fuse with the plasma membrane.

Question 11
a) The m1 and m4 mutations are in the same gene.  This is a complementation test.  The diploid strain
has the same growth phenotype as the haploid single mutants; the two mutations fail to complement (fail
to produce the wild-type phenotype) in the double heterozygote.  The m1 and m4 mutations must both
inactivate the same gene (which codes for an enzyme essential for serine biosynthesis) so that the diploid
double mutant has two mutant alleles of the same gene.

b) ABC serine
m1, m4 m3 m2

c) i) This haploid mutant will grow on media supplemented with intermediate A.
ii) Intermediate C will accumulate when this haploid mutant is grown on minimal medium.

      U        C        A         G
U UUU   phe (F)

UUC   phe (F)
UUA   leu (L)
UUG   leu (L)

UCU   ser (S)
UCC   ser (S)
UCA   ser (S)
UCG   ser (S)

UAU   tyr (Y)
UAC   tyr (Y)
UAA   STOP
UAG   STOP

UGU   cys (C)
UGC   cys (C)
UGA   STOP
UGG   trp (W)

U
C
A
G

C CUU   leu (L)
CUC   leu (L)
CUA   leu (L)
CUG   leu (L)

CCU   pro (P)
CCC   pro (P)
CCA   pro (P)
CCG   pro (P)

CAU   his (H)
CAC   his (H)
CAA   gln (Q)
CAG   gln (Q)

CGU   arg (R)
CGC   arg (R)
CGA   arg (R)
CGG   arg (R)

U
C
A
G

A AUU   ile (I)
AUC   ile (I)
AUA   ile (I)
AUG   met (M)

ACU   thr (T)
ACC   thr (T)
ACA   thr (T)
ACG   thr (T)

AAU   asn (N)
AAC   asn (N)
AAA   lys (K)
AAG   lys (K)

AGU   ser (S)
AGC   ser (S)
AGA   arg (R)
AGG   arg (R)

U
C
A
G

G GUU   val (V)
GUC   val (V)
GUA   val (V)
GUG   val (V)

GCU   ala (A)
GCC   ala (A)
GCA   ala (A)
GCG   ala (A)

GAU   asp (D)
GAC   asp (D)
GAA   glu (E)
GAG   glu (E)

GGU   gly (G)
GGC   gly (G)
GGA   gly (G)
GGG   gly (G)

U
C
A
G
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